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Introduction: Shock processes are ubiquitous across the Solar System, and have profound effects on rocky tar-

gets, with the scale of the effects ranging from hundreds of km down to the microscopic scale [1, 2]. Every planetary 

body in the Solar System has undergone some degree of impact metamorphism; and many of these areas associated 

with high levels of shock have subsequently interacted with water (e.g., the crater lakes of Mars [3, 4]). How the 

shock deforms and alters the target (and projectile) fundamentally changes the way in which it weathers. This study 

investigates shock effects on a microscopic scale and how these affect weathering when interacting with small vol-

umes of water. To this aim, six L6 chondrites recovered from Antarctica have been studied in thin and thick sections 

for alteration mineralogy and whole rock samples were investigated for chemical changes.  

Samples and Methods:  Six L6 chondrites spanning a range of weathering classes from Antarctica were used: 

QUE 94214, QUE 99022, ALH 78130, ALH 84056, ALH 84058 and ALH 85017. All analyses were carried out at 

The Open University: 1) textural analysis using reflective and transmitted microscopy and a FEI Quanta 3D dual 

beam scanning electron microscope fitted with an Oxford Instruments 80 mm X-MAX energy dispersive X-ray 

detector, 2) mineral analysis using the Cameca SX100 electron microprobe, 3) trace element analysis with LA-ICP-

MS and 4) dissolution ICP-MS on rims and interiors of all meteorites with the Agilent 7500 s quadrupole mass spec-

trometer coupled to a New Wave 213 nm Nd–YAG laser system, and in liquid mode, respectively. 

Petrology: Shock created features that have been directly observed to affect weathering patterns are: 1) poly-

crystalline troilite, 2) planar fractures in olivine, 3) maskelynitization, 4) polymineralic melt veins, 5) plessite inter-

growth of metals, 6) fizzed metal and sulphide grains. All, with the exception of maskelynitization, increase the 

weathering in the affected regions. The feature with the most profound effect on weathering is polycrystalline 

troilite, which is found in two of the meteorites studied (QUE 94214, ALH 78130). It is formed between 35-60 GPa 

[5] and increases the vulnerability of troilite to weathering through creating many small fractures and planes of 

weakness throughout. These make more surfaces available to altering fluid, which is subsequently acidified by the 

dissolution of the sulphide, forming sulphuric acid. Areas adjacent to polycrystalline troilite contain greater silicate 

alteration, with pitting and dissolution of ferromagnesian minerals prevalent. This extends a maximum of 2 mm 

from the weathering sulphide crystals. 

Trace elements: As polycrystalline troilite was accompanied by strong evidence for silicate weathering, spatial-

ly resolved trace element data from the surrounding silicate minerals was compared to those in other areas. Accumu-

lations of Al, Ca, Cr, V and Zn were observed in the ferromagnesian minerals in QUE 94214 surrounding areas of 

troilite breakdown but not in any of the other meteorites, regardless of levels of alteration as defined by the Wlotzka 

and ANSMET scales [6, 7]. Also, removal of Mg was measured in QUE 94214 olivine adjacent to sulphide weather-

ing that is not observed in the other meteorites. In contrast, increases of Co and Ni (originating from weathered 

kamacite and taenite) were observed in areas of intense weathering in all meteorites except QUE 94214. However, 

bulk data of QUE 94214 showed none of these changes with the only measurable elemental change being a deple-

tion of Mn in the more weathered exterior compared to the interior. The depletion of Mn was also seen in weathered 

meteorites that did not contain prevalent sulphide weathering. 

Discussion and Conclusions: Polycrystalline troilite is an analogue to study the extent and effects of sulphide 

acidification processes and how a small amount of naturally acidified fluid interacts with ferromagnesian minerals 

over a long time period. The mobilities of several elements from acid weathered olivine and pyroxene are increased, 

with greater mobility of Co, Mn, Mg and Ni compared to weathering in more neutral conditions. The small amounts 

of water involved in the alteration processes in Antarctica have resulted in short transport distances, and thus obser-

vations in the spatially resolved data do not scale up to bulk data. The only element mobile enough to show bulk 

changes is Mn. The heterogeneity of the weathering on a small scale has implications for spacecraft observations, 

but also for habitability. Small scale heterogeneity, such as has been described here, demonstrates that the presence 

of acidic alteration assemblages such as have been found in Gale crater [8, 9] may not point to overall acidic envi-

ronments and could be the result of restricted cm scale microenvironments. 
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